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7Days 5Nights Japan.Kyushu Discovery Tour 
DAY 1       KLIA / Bangkok          TG 418 ( 2100/2205 )  
 ( 6:30 pm ) Assemble at KLIA for your flight to Bangkok  and transit to Fukuoka. 
  

DAY 2      Bangkok /Fukuoka     TG 648 ( 0100/0800 ) ~ Yufuin Arts Town• Lake Kirin-ko ~ Beppu  

  
Yufuin Arts Town 
Yufuin has a wealth of art museums, cafes and boutiques, and many travelers come 
to the city just to stroll about town for the day. Every year local tourism board visit 
European countries to learn about the latest city planning, thus there is some 
European and Japanese culture merging together.   
 

  
Lake Kirin-ko 
Another natural landmark of Yufuin besides Mount Yufu is Lake Kinrinko. The small 
lake is located at the end of the town's main walking route, about a kilometer and a 
half from the station. Walking paths surround the lake as well as more small shops 
and cafes.   
 

 
Beppu . Chinoike Jigoku (Blood Pond Hell) 
The "blood pond hell" features a pond of hot, red water and a large souvenir shop. It 
is one of the most photogenic of the eight hells. 
 
 
 

 
Beppu .  Tatsumaki Jigoku (Tornado Spout Hell)  
The "Tornado Spout hell" features a boiling hot geyser, which erupts every 25-30 
minutes for about 5 minutes.  
 
 

Breakfast: meal on board //    Lunch: Japanese Cuisine     //  Dinner: Hotel Kaiseki set meal  or  Buffet 
 

Hotel: Beppu . Royal Hotel    ( Hot Spring )       or similar 
 

 
DAY 3      Beppu ~ Sky Bridge: Kokonoe Yume Otsurihashi ~Takachiho Gorge ~ Kirishima Hot Spring 

  
Kokonoe Yume Otsurihashi (Sky Bridge) 
enjoy a nice scenery from the bridge. The bridge is very stable even in the strong 
winds. 
 
 
 

  
Takachiho Gorge 
known as Five Segawa Girge, considered as Japan Beauty and Natural Scenic Area. 
Inside this gorge, there is a waterfall that listed within top of Hundred in Japan . 
 
 

Breakfast: Hotel // Lunch: Japanese Cuisine                 // Dinner: Hotel Kaiseki set meal  or  Buffet 
 

Hotel: Kirishima . Royal Hotel (Hot Spring)       or similar 
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DAY 4     Kirishima ~ Sakurajima Volcano ~ Kagoshima: Sengan-En / Shiroyama Park ~ Ibusuki (Sand Spa)  
  

Sakurajima Volcano  
Included ferry from Kagoshima Port to Sakurajima . Sakurajima is one of Japan's 
most active volcanoes and the symbol of Kagoshima. The volcano smokes constantly, 
and minor eruptions often take place multiple times per day. Located in the middle of 
Kagoshima Bay, Sakurajima is the area's most prominent geographic feature, having 
an elevation of 1117 meters and a circumference of about 50 kilometers.  
   

Sengan-En (DIY Japanese Mo-cha green tea & Wagashi Dessert)  
The residence was originally built in 1658 along with the rest of the garden, but 
the current building mostly dates back to a reconstruction of the mid-1880s. 
After the end of the feudal age, the Iso Residence became the main residence of 
the Shimazu family, and its rooms are preserved in the way they were used in 
the 1890s. 

  

Shiroyama Park  
Can view Sakura Jima Bay at this park in downtown Kagoshima that extends over 
Mount Shiroyama. With an elevation of 107 meters, the mountain formerly served 
as the site of a castle fortification, which led to its name. Shiroyama literally means 
"castle mountain" in Japanese. The castle's former grounds at the base of the 
mountain now serve as the site of the Reimeikan Museum.  
 

  
Ibusuki  - included Sand Spa Experience 
which is famous for its sand baths, where bathers are buried in naturally heated 
sand. 
 
 
 

Breakfast: Hotel // Lunch: Japanese Cuisine                 // Dinner: Hotel Kaiseki set meal  or  Buffet 
 

Hotel: Ibusuki . Royal Hotel (Hot Spring)       or similar 
 

 

DAY 5 Ibusuki ~Chiran. Samurai District ~ Kuammoto Port【Taking ferry (30 mins)】to Nagasaki ~ Nagasaki: 
Atomic Bomb Museum / Peach Memorial Park / Mt. Inasan Night View 

Chiran Samurai District  
a small town in the middle of the Satsuma Peninsula in Kagoshima Prefecture. 
Within the town there is a preserved samurai district with houses and gardens that 
date back to about 260 years. Chiran's isolated location at the southern end of 
Kyushu has allowed the district to keep much of its historical character intact. 

 Nagasaki  Atomic Bomb Memorial  
Located next to the Hiroshima Peace Park , built in 1915 , is the only one 
preserved at the time when subjected to the horrors of the atomic bomb to 
blow up the building . Dome building was designated as a World Heritage Site it 
in 1996. Shows the atomic bomb in World War II picture , vertical and very 
valuable experience peace , let the world remember the lessons of the war 

  

Peace Park  
Located in center of the atomic bomb dropped on the north side of a small hill , 
it established full of tragic war will never happen again vows and yearning for 
a better world peace . The Peace Memorial stands here like , up to 9.7 meters , 
the symbol of the desire for peace of the people of Nagasaki . 

  
Nagasaki Mt Inasan Night View 
Nearby Mt. Inasa, the mountain slopes overlooking the harbor and the gazebo , you 
can enjoy the view. Night view is very beautiful, also selected as the world's Top  
3 Night View , as millions of dollars night view  

Breakfast: Hotel // Lunch: Japanese Cuisine            // Dinner: Japanese Cuisine             
 

Hotel: Nagasaki . Hotel Richmond Shianbashi    or similar 
 



 

DAY 6     Nagasaki ~Fukuoka ~Duty Free Shop ~ Port Moji ~ Hakata Canal City Shopping Center   

 Port Moji 
one of five cities that merged to form Kitakyushu City in 1963. It is the closest 
municipality of Kyushu in proximity to Honshu. Moji Port (Mojikō) has been 
prominent as an international trading port since the late 19th century. Today, 
although main port activities have been moved to a newer location at Shin-Moji 
Port, Moji Port retains its relevance as a tourist destination with a flavour from the 
past thanks to the several well-preserved Western style buildings from the Meiji 
and Taisho Periods.  
  
Hakata Canal City Shopping Center 
a large shopping and entertainment complex, calling itself a "city within the city". 
Attractions include about 250 shops, cafes and restaurants, a theater, game center, 
cinemas, two hotels and a canal running through the complex.  

 Nakasu Area 
(Own visit at night time) Nakasu is the most prosperous and largest nightlife area in 
Kyushu  . This is also a gathering place for the red light district in Fukuoka . Japan rarely 
is there such a scene usually appears , in fact rarely see such a large number of street 
vendors lined up tricks, have a wide variety of dishes…….. 

 

Breakfast: Hotel // Lunch: Japanese Cuisine            // Dinner: Crab Set Meal             
 

Hotel:  Fukuoka.  Hotel  Hilton Sea Hawk        or similar 
 

 

DAY 7      Fukuoka  / Bangkok / Kuala Lumpur TG 649 ( 1140/1540 )+TG 417 ( 1640/1950 )   
After breakfast, transfer to airport for the flight back home. 
 
************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

Tour Fare (Twin Share): ( Included airport tax, tips , Chubb Travel Insurance  &  20” trolley  )  

7days 5 nights  by Thai Airways :  
RM  7,988 Per Person –   18 DEC 2017 ( winter ) 
RM  7,988 Per Person –   16, 17 FEB 2018  ( CNY, winter )   

Child with bed:  less RM 300 / child without bed: less RM 800  
 

** The sequence of itinerary, meals and hotel are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator. ** Terms & Conditions Apply 
 

 
【 Hotel 】 as below :  
 
   福冈 . 博多    东急大酒店  /   Hakata Excel Tokyu (http://www.tokyuhotelsjapan.com/en/hotel/TE/TE_HAKAT/) 

 
 

   别府湾.  Royal Hotel   ( 温泉 )    /   Beppuwan Royal Hotel (Hot Spring ) (   .dai aresort.    e     ) 

 

http://www.tokyuhotelsjapan.com/en/hotel/TE/TE_HAKAT/


 

   雾岛. Royal   Hotel   ( 温泉 )  /    Kirishima Royal Hotel   (Hot Spring )   (www.daiwaresort.jp/kirishima/)  

 
 

   指宿 . Royal  Hotel ( 温泉 )/ Ibusuki .Royal  Hotel   (Hot Spring )    (http://ibusukiroyalhotel.co.jp.e.ik.hp.transer.com/) 

 
 

   长崎 . 思案桥 Richmond 酒店  /   Nagasaki . Hotel Richmond Shianbashi (http://nagasaki.richmondhotel.jp/) 

 
 

   福冈 . 海鹰希尔顿酒店   /   Fukuoka .  Hotel Hilton  Sea Hawk    (http://www.hiltonfukuokaseahawk.jp/)  

 
 
 
** The sequence of itinerary, meals and hotel arrangement are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator. **** TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY ** 

 

http://ibusukiroyalhotel.co.jp.e.ik.hp.transer.com/

